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IN RECENT years there has been an intensive investigation of the homotopy theory of 
classifying spaces of compact Lie groups. In this paper we present a method of decomposing 
such spaces into simpler pieces. An important step in the proof is a vanishing result for 
derived functors of the inverse limit (Corollary 5.16) which should be of independent 
interest. 
A prototype of our main result is a well-known theorem proved by A. Borcl. Let G be 
a compact Lie group with classifying space BG. Let T be a maximal torus of G, NT the 
normalizer of T, and IV<; := NT/T the Weyl group. Let I : NT c G be the inclusion. 
I. I TIIIX)H[:M. [3, Theorem 20.33. lf G is connected then the mup 
Ul:BNT-+BG 
induces II mod p-cohomology isomorphism for trny prime p which does not &We the order 
of w,. 
This result is very useful and it is natural to ask whcthcr it can be cxtcndcd in some way 
for the primes which do divide 1 IV]. The first result in this direction was obtained for the 
special cast G = SO(3) and p = 2 by Dwyer, Miller and Wilkerson. 
1.2 THEORLJM. [S, Theorem 4.21. The diugrom 
LID,, 2 BCz4 
Blz 1 1 
BO(2) - BSO(3) 
where D8 und Pz4 are the dihedrui und octahedral subgroups of SO(3) und all arrows me 
induced by inclusions, is u homotopy pushout diagram at the prime 2; that is, the canonical map 
from the homotopy pushout to BSO(3) induces an isomorphism of mod 2-cohomology. 
Both results have interesting applications. For example, Borel’s theorem is the starting 
point of recent work by Dwyer. Miller and Wilkerson [93 which shows, for primes which do 
not divide ) W,j, that the p-completed classifying space BG; is completely determined by its 
mod p-cohomology algebra. Similarly, I.2 is used by these authors in 183 to prove the same 
result when G is SO(3) or SU(2) and p is 2. The problem remains of proving such a theorem 
for arbitrary G at the primes which divide I IV, 1. Our main theorem, which is well adapted to 
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be combined with the T-functor methods use in [9]. may provide a suitable tool for analysis 
of this problem. 
In this paper, for each prime p, we give a decomposition of BG which is valid for 
arbitrary compact Lie groups and which generalizes both 1.1 and 1.2 (our decomposition 
theorem has recently been generalized by Dwyer and Wilkerson using a different method; 
see [lo]). Roughly speaking we will show that BG can be built up by gluing together the 
classifying spaces of certain subgroups of G in such a way as to take account of the relations 
of conjugacy and inclusion between these subgroups. Technically, the pieces are glued 
together by passage to a homotopy colimit [BK], indexed over a category which encodes 
the gluing instructions. 
The category we use for this purpose is the dual .c!~(G)“~ of the category of elementary 
abelian p-subgroups of G which was introduced by Quillen in [ 181. The objects of .d,(G) are 
the nontrikd elementary abelian p-subgroups of G and a morphism 0: E -+ E’ is 
a homomorphism which is the restriction of an inner automorphism of G, i.e., O(X) = gxg-’ 
for some geG. 
We define a covariant functor 
EG XG G/C( - ): sip(G)““ 4 Fop 
as the composition of two functors 
and 
G/C( - ) : .dP(G)“p + 9-0~~ 
EG XG - : hop, ~ hop. 
The first one sends every subgroup E to the orbit G/C(K), whcrc C(E) denotes the 
ccntralizcr of E in G (the ctl’cct of this functor on morphisms is described in detail in 
Section 2). The second functor assigns to cvcry G-space X the homotopy orbit space 
(Borcl’s construction) EC; xG X. The projections T(~: EG XG G/C(E) + EC xti* = BG give 
a natural transformation from the functor EG xc G/C( - ) to the constant functor BG. WC 
can now state our main result. 
1.3 THEOREM. Let 8 cd,(G) he alif/ subcategory sufisjying corufitiorls 7.7 (f;~r rxampk, 
8’ can be all of d,(G)). Then rhe mup dejinrd by {nE} 
IC : hocolim,.. EG xc G/C(E) -. BG 
induces un isomorphism of mod p cohomology. 
Note that for any E c G there is a homotopy equivalence EG xc G/C(E) z BC(E). Thus 
the theorem says that BG can be obtained (at the prime p) by gluing together the classifying 
spaces of the centralizers of the elementary abelian p-subgroups of G. We use the Bore1 
construction in the statement of the theorem rather than the simpler expression BC(E) 
because the latter, which by definition is the Milnor construction or the bar construction, is 
not actually functorial on A’,,(G) (as we explain in Section 2); the point is that the homotopy 
colimit construction can only be applied to diagrams which commute on the nose and not 
just up to homotopy. 
Theorem 1.1 is a very special case of 1.3. It suffices to define d to be the full subcategory 
of d,(G) with the single object E:= {x~ T:xP = I}. The resulting homotopy colimit is 
easily seen to be equivalent to BNT (cf. [14, Example 2.4)). 
Theorem 1.2 can also be recovered from 1.3. For G = SO(3) and p = 2 the category 
_~!~(S0(3)) has, up to isomorphism, two objects: E, of rank 1 and E2 of rank 2. There are 
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3 morphisms E, - E2 which are permuted transitively by Mor(E2. Ez) 2 GL2(Z2) 2 CJ. 
Moreover C(E,) = O(2) and C(E,) = E2. Thus the corresponding diagram of classifying 
spaces can be written as follows 
(*I 
and 1.3 asserts that the homotopy colimit of this diagram is mod 2 equivalent to BS0(3). 
This homotopy colimit can in turn be rewritten as a homotopy pushout (see Section 5 of 
[14]). yielding the diagram 1.2. 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 can also be generalized in a different direction by means of 
equivariant topology. This program was initiated in [14] and completed in [16] by the 
present authors and R. Oliver. The approximation so obtained can be used to classify the 
self maps of BG for all simple Lie groups G (see [16]). It would be interesting to know more 
about the relation between the approximation in [I61 and Theorem 1.3. 
Theorem I.3 is not useful when the center of G contains p-torsion since in that case the 
space BG is itself one of the pieces of the decomposition (at least if 8 = <d,(G)). The 
following variant of 1.3 remedies this defect. at least for connected groups. 
1.4 COROLLARY. Lcl (I: G + G’ hc an cpinrorphim with G’ connectd. Then fir any 
scthcrrtqory R’ c .dP(G’) us in I .3 the na~wal nwp 
n : hocolim,.., EG X~ G/y - ’ C( - ) -+ BG 
Corollary 1.4 provides a non-trivial decomposition of BG for any conncctcd G which is 
not a torus. lndccd it is enough to consider the quotient map q: G -, G’:= G/P where P is 
the maximal p-toral subgroup of the ccntcr of G. (Recall that a group P is said to bc p-toral if 
its identity componcn; PO is I torus and P/PO is a finite p-group). The simplest example is 
G = SU(2) and p = 2. In this cast G’ = SO(3) and the diagram (*) lifts to a diagram 
for BSU(2). 
Proof’of1.4. First observe that G/y- ’ C(E)can be identified with G’/C(E). We therefore 
have a pullback diagram 
EG x,(hocolim G/y-‘C( - )) - BG 
1 1 
EG’ xG. (hocolim G’/C( - )) - BG’ . 
Since G’ is connected, the local coeflicicnt system for the Serre spectral sequence of the 
right-hand side is trivial, and hence the local coefficient system for the left-hand side is also 
trivial. The result now follows by a comparison of these two spectral sequences. H 
Before finishing the Introduction we should warn the reader familiar with [I43 and [lS] 
that the homotopy colimit of the diagram of orbits G/C( - ) is not necessarily mod p acyclic 
when G is not connected. 
1.5 Example. Let G be the symmetric group Z, and let p be 2. Then d2(Z3) consists of 
a single object and the identity morphism. Thus hocolim,..C,/C( - ) is XJizl, which is 
certainly not mod 2 acyclic. Of course, BZ2 --+ BE, is still a mod 2 equivalence. 
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2 OUTLINE OF THE PROOF 
The key tool in proving Theorem 1.3 is the standard spectral sequence for the cohomo- 
logy of a homotopy colimit [4, X11.5.8]. which in our case has the form 
lim&.Hj(EG XC G/C( - )) * H’+j (hocolim,., EG XC G/C( - )). 
Here H l denotes cohomology with mod p coefficients. The symbol lim’ denotes the i-th 
derived functor of the inverse limit; we will review this notion in more detail in Section 3. 
It will be convenient to rewrite the functor Hj(EG xG G/C( - )) which appears in the 
E,-term of this spectral sequence in a somewhat simpler way. First we should tell the reader 
exactly what the functor EG xc G/C( - ) does on morphisms. Let 0: E 4 E’ be a morphism 
in .d,(G) and let y E G be a representative of 8, that is. an element for which 0(.x) = gxy-‘. 
Then g determines a G-map G/C(E’) --c G/C(E) which sends the trivial coset [l] to [g]. This 
G-map does not depend upon the choice of 9, and passage to Bore1 constructions gives the 
desired map. 
Now we define another functor Hj(BC( - )) on .dP(G). It takes an elementary abelian 
p-subgroup to the j-th cohomology group of the classifying space of its centralizer. If 
0: E + E’ is a morphism in A/,(G) and g is a rcprescntative of 0 then conjugation by y maps 
C(E’) to C(E) and therefore induces a map BC(E’) -+ EC(E). A different choice of represent- 
ativc gives a difrcrcnt, but homotopic. map bctwccn classifying spaces: this is because the 
two homomorphisms C(E’)=tC(E) ditTcr by an inner automorphism of C(E), and inner 
automorphisms induce maps homotopic to the identity on the classifying space lcvcl (see 
[ 19. Proposition 2.13). Thus the induced map 
ilj(fIc’(E)) 4 If’(BC‘(E’)) 
is well-dcfincd. WC IGIVC to the rcadcr to cheek that this functor is naturally equivalent to 
II’(EG x<; C/C( - )). 
To sum up. the Bouslicld Kan spectral scqucncc takes the form 
lim,..ffl(SC( - )) * ~l”‘(hocolim,.,EG %; G/C( - )). 
We will prove that this spectral scquencc behaves in the simplest possible way: 
2. I PHOIWSITION. lim& H ‘(BC( - )) = OJiw (111 j rmtf trll i > 0. 
To complete the proof of 1.3, it will then only be necessary to show 
2.2 PROPOSITION. The restriction map 
is an isomorphism. 
H *(BG) -+ lim,.. H *(BC( - )) 
The proofs of 2.1 and 2.2 arc both based on the transfer for compact Lie groups [2.6] 
and the double coset formula [l I]. 
The proof of 2.2 is quite similar to the proof of the fact that the cohomology of a finite 
group is isomorphic to the stable part of the cohomology of its Sylow p-subgroup [5, 
Xll.lO.l]. It relics on a certain simplification of the double cosct formula (see Equation (i) in 
Section 7) but is otherwise independent of the rest of the paper. 
The idea underlying the proof of 2.1 is to gcncralizc another well-known fact about 
group cohomology: 
2.3 PROPOSITION. Let I- he aJinite group and ler A he a G-module such thut multiplication 
by 1 I- 1 is an isomorphism on A. Then H’(T; A) = 0 jar all i > 0. 
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To see the relation between 2.1 and 2.3 consider the category c6r in which there is one 
object o and the set of morphisms is the group r. A contravariant functor M : Wr --, db may 
be identified with the right G-module A := M(o). Its inverse limit is precisely the invariant 
submodule A’, and the derived functors lim; M coincide with the cohomology groups 
H*(G; A). In order to motivate our later arguments, we now recall the proof of 2.3 in a form 
suitable for generalization. 
Proof: One begins with a change of groups isomorphism (known as “Shapiro’s lemma”) 
H’(f’; A) 2 H’(F; Homr.(Ef, A)) 
which holds for any subgroup r’ c f (here Zf denotes the integral group ring of I-). The 
next step is to let f’ be the trivial subgroup and to conclude that 
H’(I; Hom(Zr, A)) = 0 
for any A and any i > 0. For any I-module A there is a natural map A -+ Hom(ZP, A) 
adjoint to the action map A 8 Zr + A. There is also a transfer map Hom(Zf, A) -+ A 
which takes f to EYE,- f (y)y-', and the composite 
A --, Fiom(Zr, A) -+ A 
is multiplication by (l-1. If this composite is an isomorphism, then the induced map on 
positive dimensional cohomology is both an isomorphism and the zero map. a 
The main aim of the rest of the paper is to rcformulatc the argument just given in 
a gcncral enough way so that it can bc applied to the category .d,(G). WC will illustrate our 
categorical dclinitions by showing how thsy spccializc to the category z’r mcntioncd above. 
WC will also consider another kind of cxamplc, namely the orbit catcgorios (which include 
%;‘i. as a special cast as WC will see in a moment). Thcsc will not bc used in the proof of the 
main theorem, and the rcadcr who wishes to may just ignore all rofcrcnccs to them, but they 
provide the most natural motivation for scvcral of our dctinitions (particularly that of 
“additive cxtcnsion”). Thus WC introduce now some notation which will be used later. For 
a finite group f WC will dcnotc by C’(f) the category of r-orbits and r-maps. For any prime 
number p we denote by C,,(r) the full subcategory of C(f) whose objects arc the r-orbits 
r/r’ with r’ a p-group (notice that ifp is prime to (fl then P,(r) is the same as Kr). Finally, 
we write 9’(r) for the category of finite r-sL’r.s and r-maps. and Y,(f) for the full 
subcategory consisting of the f sets each of whose orbits is in UP(r). 
3. A CIIANGE-OF-CATEGORIES LEiMMA FOR DERIVED FUNCTORS 
Let ‘6’ bc a small category. In keeping with the analogy given in the previous section we 
shall write %-mod for the category of contravariant functors M :V -+ db. It is a well- 
known fact that K-mod is an abclian category. A natural transformation between functors is 
an cpimorphism in this category if it is epic on each object. 
There is a functor lim :%’ - mod -+ .dh which assigns to every M its inverse limit, i.e., the 
group of compatible families of clemcnts X,E M(c) as c ranges over oh(%); this is also the 
group of natural transformations Horn&?, M) where Z denotes the constant functor. We 
will consider the derived functors limf of the inverse limit (cf. [l2. Section 3 of Appendix 21 
where the dual construction is described in detail). In order to emphasize the analogy with 
group cohomology we shall denote the functors limi from now on by 
!I’(%‘; -): 55’ - mod + sib. 
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Next we need to review some simple facts about Kan extensions. Recall that any functor 
F:V + 9 induces a restriction functor 
F*:8 -mod+% - mod. 
The functor F* has a right adjoint 
F,:%-mod-Q-mod 
(cf. [13, Theorem 1X.5.1]). For any M : %’ + db, F, M : 9 + db is called the right Kan 
extension of M along F (cf. [ 13, Section IX.51 or [ 12, lot. cit.]). If F is an embedding onto 
a full subcategory then F* F, = Id([13, 1X.5.2]). i.e., the Kan extension provides an 
extension in the usual sense. If the functor F itself has a right adjoint G: 9 + $9 then 
F, = G *. But in general F, does not have to be induced by any functor 9 + $6’. 
3.0 Extrmplrs. Consider the special case in which F:%,, -+ %,- is the functor determi’ned 
by an inclusion of groups r’ c l-. In this case, for an arbitrary I-‘-module A, F,(A) is just the 
coinduced module Hom,,(ZT. A). Another interesting example is the functor 
F’ : .%( I-‘) -+ :fp/;r( I-) defined by 
F’(S) = r x,,s. 
It has as right adjoint the forgetful functor G:.Y,(T) ---, .YP(r’). Thus, for any M E.!?‘Jr)- 
mod WC have the formula 
(F; &i)(S) = bf(G(S)). 
Our final cxamplc is the functor 
~‘7 c,(r) + c,(r) 
dcfincd. as bcforc, by the formula r;“(S) = r x,.,.7. This functor dots not have a right 
adjoint, but it is not hard to SW that its Kan extension is given by the formula 
where J: e,(r) c 9’,(r) is the inclusion functor. Moreover, it is easy to see that 
(.00(S) = n M(I7-2 
sEsir 
where r, is the isotropy subgroup of the point YES. n 
Our next result is a change-of-categories result which gcncralizes the change-of-groups 
theorem (“Shapiro’s lemma”) of group cohomology. 
3.1 LEMMA. Let S:%’ + P be a finctor such that S + : ‘4 - mod + Q-mod preserves epi- 
morphisms. Then there is a natural isomorphism 
lf’(‘6; M) 2 tf’(52; S, M). 
Prooj The derived functors can be defined using a projective resolution of the constant 
functor H. Let { P.} -, Z be a projective resolution of Z in Q-mod. Then H’(9; S, M) is the 
homology of the complex 
Hom,(P., S, M) z Hom,6(S* P,, M). 
But S* is exact, so (S* P.} is a resolution of B = S*B in W-mod. If S+ preserves 
epimorphisms then an easy diagram chase shows that S+ preserves projectives. Thus 
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{S’ I’.} is a projective resolution, and it follows that the homology of Hom,(S+ P., M) 
coincides with H’(U; M). n 
3.2 Remark. Note that if S + = T* for some functor T: 9 + Gf then S, must preserve 
epimorphisms. 
3.3 Definition. We call a functor M E%-mod acyclic if H’(%; AI) = 0 for all i > 0. 
In later sections we will give some sufficient conditions for acyclicity. The starting point 
for these results is the following very simple fact. 
3.4 PROPOSITION. Assume that the category %’ contains afinal object c. Then every functor 
icf E CW-mod is acyclic. 
Prooj For any functor M, lim(.Cf) is equal to izJ(c); thus lim is an exact functor, and 
hence its derived functors vanish. n 
Note that 3.4 is a very special case of 3.1. 
4. TIIE ADDITIVE EXTESSION OF A CATEGORI 
The motivating example for this section is the pair of categories P,,(r) c .vv~( f) intro- 
duced at the end of Section 2. The category .CfP( f) is obtained from C,(f) by simply taking 
all linitc coproducts of orbits. But it has much nicer properties than C,(f) itself: for example 
it is closed under finite products and pullbacks and has an initial object (the empty set). 
These fcaturcs of :1,,(f) have already been used in Example 3.0. In this section we describe 
a procedure. based on this example, for extending an arbitrary category %’ by introducing 
formal finite coproducts to produce its “additive cxtcnsion” %‘,,. When (6’ has suitable 
propcrttcs, ‘6’,, will bc closed under finite products and pullbacks (cf. Section 6). 
Let ‘t’ bc any small category. WC will dcfinc a category K,, and a functor J : ‘t’ + Vi’“. The 
objects of Ku arc the functions f:X + oh(%) from finite sets to oh(%). If y: Y -+ oh(W) is 
another such function then a morphism in %‘u from / tog consists ofa map of sets a: X -+ Y 
together with a morphism a,:/(x) --, g(a(x)) for each XE X. The category Vu is closed 
with respect to finite coproducts; the coproduct of functions /; g is the disjoint union 
/ U g : X U Y -+ ob(%‘). The functor J sends every object c E ‘6 to the (essentially unique) 
function J. whose domain is a single element set and whose range is {c). 
4.0 Example. There is an isomorphism of categories C,(f), z 9Jf) under which the 
functor J: CP(T) -, 0Jr)u corresponds to the inclusion C’J I-) c P’,,(r). l 
Let Kat denote the category of small categories and let %‘ar, be its subcategory whose 
objects are categories closed with respect to coproducts and whose morphisms are functors 
preserving coproducts. The above construction is characterized by the following. 
4. I PROPOSITION. The /trnctor -u :%at + %at,, is lclfr adjoint to the inclusion functor 
I : Katu t Kut. 
Prool: The functor -t, sends ‘& into ‘c;’ ,,; its bchaviour on morphisms is obvious. The 
natural transformation J : Id + - ,, establishes the adjointncss. For any functor M : ‘6’ -+ .d 
into a category closed with respect to coproducts we define a functor M,,:%u + sy’ on 
objects by Mu(/):= l-f {f(x): .TE X ). It is straightforward to check that this correspondence 
IV t* Mu gives the required bijcction between the sets of morphisms. n 
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The functor J: W -, ‘+?, is an embedding onto a full subcategory and we will identify its 
image with % and call its objects simple. There is also a similar construction of a category 
%n which gives a multiplicative extension of the category % in the same sense as %u is an 
additive extension. Our next result shows that these constructions are mutually dual. 
4.2 PROPOSITION. There exist canonical isomorphisms (%“)“” I (‘VP), and (Uu)“P 2 
(VP)“. n 
Let M :% -+ d be a contravariant functor into a category closed with respect to 
products. By Mu we denote its extension to (‘6’““)n. . 4.2 implies that this is a contravariant 
functor %u 4 d. The next proposition will allow us to compare lim’ terms over % and %‘u. 
4.3 PROPOSITION. Let .d be a category closed with respect to products. Let J :% -+ kfu be 
the canonical jicnctor dejined abore. Then for any contravariant finctor M : % -+ .d we have 
J, M = M” . 
ProojI By the definition of right Kan extension, it is enough to show that for every 
N:%, -. .d there is a bijection 
Hom,6(J* N, ill) + Hom.,,(N, Mu) 
which is natural in N. Let c, d ~ob(a’,,) bc arbitrary objects. For any natural transformation 
(0: N -+ Mu wc have a commutative diagram 
N(cUd) 2% Mu(cUd) 
1 1 Z 
N(c) x N(d)2 Mu(c) x M,(d). 
As cvcry object of V,, is a direct sum of objects of 55’ the diagram shows that (D is uniquely 
dctermincd by its values on objects of ‘6’. A straightforward inspection proves also that any 
transformation defined for carob extends uniquely, using the above diagram, to a natural 
transformation defined for all objects of ‘6’“. w 
4.4 COROLLARY. For every M E%‘-mod the jkctor J :%’ -+ IrfLI defines, for all q > 0, 
u nutrrral isomorphism 
W(%‘: M) z H“(%,; hf,). 
Proof. We apply the change-of-category Lemma 3.1 to the functor J: ‘6’ + Vu. J, 
preserves epimorphisms since J, M is isomorphic to MU and -u obviously preserves 
epimorphisms. n 
5. TIIE BURNSIDE RING OF A CATEGORY AND ACYCLICITY OF MACKEY FUNCTORS 
Unfortunately most intcrcsting catcgorics do not possess a final object. It is, however, 
possible to prove acyclicity for certain classes of functors by finding a weak substitute for 
the notion of final object. The next result determines a class of acyclic functors in %-mod for 
any category which has products. Bcforc WC state it we recall that for any object CE% there 
is a category <S/c of objects over c equipped with a forgetful functor F:%/c + ‘6’. If % has 
products then F has a right adjoint T:‘% + ‘i/c which takes an object dE’6 to the object 
[c x d -+ c] of Z/c dcfincd by the projection map. 
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5.0 Example. Let V = 9°C T) and c = F/F’. Then the category Cg/c is isomorphic to 
Y’JF’). and the same holds with Y’~ replaced by f?p It is also easy to identify the functors 
F and T defined above. H 
5. I PROPOSITIOK Let %C be a category with products. Then for any functor M E W-mod and 
ecery object CE% the finctor M,(d):= M(c x d) is acyclic. 
Proof: The identity map [c + c] is a final object in the category K/c, and so by 3.1, 3.2, 
and 3.4 we can conclude that the functor F, N is acyclic for every NE K/c-mod. Now let 
N = F* .cI. Then F, N = T* F* M = &f,, so M, is acyclic as required. n 
5.2 COROLLARY. Assume that the nutural transformation AI --, 121, has a le/i inverse. Then 
M is ac_vclic. 4 
Dress’s theory of Mackey functors [7. Part f] provides a convenient context for 
discussing the transformations M, A M needed to apply 5. I, so we now recall some simple 
facts from Dress’s work. We begin with the definition of the Burnside ring A(%‘): for this we 
need ‘6 to satisfy the following assumption: 
(x LI) All coproducts c U d and products c x d exist in %, and for arbitrary objects 
c, d. CE% the natural map 
(c x c)U(L. x d)-+c x (eUd) 
is an isomorphism. 
The Burnsidc ring ,4 (‘6’) is dcfincd to bc the Grothcndicck ring of isomorphism classes of 
objects in (6’ with multiplication and addition induced by product and coproduct respcct- 
ivcly. Any functor F:‘6’ -, i/’ which prcscrvcs products and coproducts induces a homomor- 
phism F, : A(%) -t A(9). Note that, in general, A(%) is a ring without an identity elcmcnt. It 
dots have an identity clcmcnt ii’d’ has a final object. 
5.3 Krn~~plr. Let ‘6’ = :/‘( I-) be the category of all finite F-sets. Then A(%) is the usual 
Burnsidc ring of the group F and, as an abelian group, is freely generated by the F-orbits. 
Similarly. for any p, A(:/‘,( F)) is a free abclian group generated by the orbits F’/F’E OJT), 
but the multiplication in this cast does not have a unit. In particular, if p is prime to the 
order of F the homomorphism A(Y’JF))3(S,, S,) 4 ISI/ - IS,IGZ’ is an embedding of the 
Burnside ring onto the set of integers divisible by IF). n 
Next we will describe an important class of functors M:%‘+ .o/b which take values in 
the category of n(Z)-modules. First we make a further assumption on our category. 
(PB) Every diagram c + d +- e has a pullback, % has an initial object 0, and for arbitrary 
c. dEob(‘6’) the following diagrams are pullbacks: 
0- d C’ c 
1 1 1 1 
c +cLId c -+cUd. 
5.4 E.wnplc. The catcgorics :fn( F) satisfy (PB). n 
If % is a category satisfying ( PB) and ( x Ll) we define a Mackeyfunctor on ‘% to be a pair 
of functors (nf. ill,):% 4 .rJh such that M is contravariant, M, is covariant and 
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M(c) = M,(c) for all c~ob(%‘). For any morphism 4 in % we write 4, for $f,(#) and 4’ for 
M(b). Moreover we assume that every pullback diagram in %. 
51 1 i defines a commutative diagram ;’ T T ** 
d”-e Xf(d)~ M(r) 
and that the map M(c LI d) + Xl(c) 0 &f(d) is an isomorphism for all c, dE%‘. 
We will often say that a single contravariant functor M :% + db is a Mackey functor if 
there exists a suitable hf*. 
Next let Sings denote the category of commutative rings (with unit). We define a Green 
jiinctor to be a Mackey functor G: % +Rings with the property that for any morphism 
$:c+d and any .x~G(d), y~G(c) we have $,(4*(x)4’) = -‘c$*( y). 
A Green module over the Green functor G is a Mackey functor bf :K 4 ._db together 
with a pairing G x IV + M which is natural with respect to the contravariant parts 
of G and bf and defines a G(c)-module structure on bf(c). Moreover one assumes that 
the following reciprocity formulas hold: Xf,(+)(G*(b)(x)y) = x,kf,(y) and 
M,(4)(zicf*(rb)(cu)) = G,(cb)($ for arbitrary x~G(d), yam. :EG(c). w~M(d). 
The Burnside ring provides a universal Green functor A : %’ -* .lin~~s. For any ce%’ we 
Ict A(c) bc the Rurnsidc ring of X/c and for any morphism (b : c -+ d WC dcfinc 
d)‘(c--rc):= [ (b!V-cfJ 
whcrc &!c is the pullhack. The covariant part is dcfincd by 
cb*(h -+c):= [h-&f] 
5.5 PHol*osI’rI0N. [7, 4.21. f.cJf %’ hr (1 ccltqorp .suris[yiny roditions ( x U) und (I’S). 
Then thrjiinctor A dc$nc#d uhoce is a Grrcn jirnctot. Etvry Muckpyjirnctor dt$ned on (6’ has 
u nuturul slrucfurr A x M + izf o]‘Green module over A given by 
(P 
[b + c]m:= $,4*(m). 
l/G is un arbitrary Green finctor then there is a natural trun.sformution q : A -) G giaen by 
II(#):= 4*4’(l). n 
Note that the homomorphism T, : A(%‘) -+ ,4(%/c) defines a natural transformation 
from the constant functor A(K) fo A. Thus one can consider !vf as a functor to the category 
of A(%‘)-modules, and the derived functors H i(‘G; M) are also rl(‘6)-modules. According to 
5.5 an element d - eEA(E) acts on h!(c) as the composition 
bf(c) n;@ n:, ,%f(c x d)@M(c x e)=iCl(c) 
when n, and n,, denote the corresponding projections. 
5.6 COROLLARY. Let d - Ed A(%‘) und Ic*t i he greutrr rhun 0. Thrn the action of d - e on 
H’(%‘; M) is triciul. [hut is, if tuks elvry clement to 0. 
Prooj: The elcmcnt d - Ed A(%‘) acts on f/‘(‘C, izf) as the composition 
where. according to 5.1, the middle group is trivial. a 
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5.7 Definition. An element x~A(%‘) is called a quasi-unit for the Green functor 
G:% + dings if for every c~ob(%) the image of x under the composition 
is invertible. If p is a prime integer we say that I is a p-quasi-unit for the category (6 if it is 
a quasi-unit for the Green functor A @ Z(,,. 
5.8 PROPOSITION. Let d c 06(V) be a collection of objects such that every object of % is 
a coproduct offinitely many objects from d. Then an element x E A(%) is a quasi-unit for G if 
and only if Q, T,, (.K) is invertible for all a E d. n 
Note that a quasi-unit is a substitute for a final object in ‘d;‘. Indeed if (6 has a final object 
ICE% then obviously the unit [*I E A(%) is a quasi-unit for any Green functor. 
5.9 Ewmple. Let .Y,, denote .Pp(f). As we have noticed in Example 5.0, for any orbit 
r/f’l~.Y~ the category .YJ(r/Tf) is isomorphic to the category of finite II-sets. We now 
observe that the orbit yp:= [f/f,] E A(.‘/‘,) is a p-quasi-unit. In view of Proposition 5.8 it is 
enough to show that its image in A(.‘/p/.cl,) @ Z,,, z A( I-,) @ Z,,, is invertible. This follows 
easy from the standard propcrtics of the f3urnsidc ring ofa finite group. since cardinalities of 
all fined-point-sets on the r,-space f/f, arc prime to p. n 
The next proposition should bc compared with 3.4. 
Proof Let .YE A(%) be a quasi-unit for 6. The multiplication by .Y on ff’(z’: &I) is trivial 
(for i > 0) by 5.6. It is also an isomorphism because the action x: M(c) - M(c) coincides 
with multiplication by the invertible clement v~T,(x)E G(c). g 
The categories WC need to consider do not always satisfy conditions (x J_I) and (PB). 
Thus we considcr*categorics J satisfying the weaker condition 
(I’B xu) The product of each pair of objects of a and the pullback of each diagram 
c -+ e t (I of objects of ti exist in 39”. 
5. I I E.uumplr. The category C’,( I’-). although it does not satisfy ( x U) and (PB), satisfies 
(f’B XI,). w 
5. I2 LEMMA. If u cutegory J sutisjies ( PB x u) then its additive extension du satisfies 
(xLJ)und(PB). 
Proof The category J,, has coproducts and it contains an initial object (the function 
whose domain is the empty set). To prove the existence of products and pullbacks we 
obscrvc that to test whether or not a diagram in l,, is a product or pullback it sufftces to 
consider maps to that diagram from simple objects (i.c. objects of 1). Note that if CE oh(a) 
and rf,e~oh(.J,,) then cvcry morphism c --, dLle in JJ~~, factors through exactly one of 
the inclusions c + rl and c -+ L’. and this factorization is unique. This implies that we must 
only show the cxistcncc of a pullback for c -e + d when c. deoh(g). Next we write 
ta = cl U . . . UP. whcrc cieoh(.9). If c and d land in ditfcrcnt summands of E then the 
pullback of the diagram is the initial object of ln. Othcrwisc they must land in the same 
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summand ci of e. and in this case the pullback of c + ei + d, which exists by the assumption, 
is also the pullback of the original diagram. n 
Assume that the category 9 satisfies condition (PB x ,,). We say that a functor 
AI : J + db is a proto-,Vackey finctor if its extension Mu : Bu + &,db is the contravariant 
part of a Mackey functor. The next lemma will reduce somewhat the effort needed to show 
that a given functor on &9 is a proto-Mackey functor. 
5.13 LEMMA. A functor M : 3 -. .db is a proto-Mackey functor if there exists a covariant 
flmctor ICI + : 14 .F/b, ayreeiny with M on objects, such that for every pullback diagram in 1, 
UQ, 
Uhj-d 
(*) u+L, 1 la 
c Ae 
in which c, d. e. bj E oh(J) the following d&rum in _cJb commutes: 
@bl(bj) 
@U%~~ZI(d) 
(**) @hf(lL,) f T M(B) 
M(c) “‘*‘I’, M@,) . 
lf in addition M * ( (p ) = M( d, - I ) / or each isomorphism d, in 3 then it suffices to show that 
each diagram of’ [he jijrm (*) is isomorphic to one for which (**) commutes. W 
5.14 Puor~osrrtoN. IXI 6 he a finire group and p a prime. Then every proto-Mackey 
jirnc.for C p( r) + P, ,,-mod is acyclic. 
Prooj: This follows from 4.0. 5.9, and 5.10. n 
WC have already given a p-quasi-unit for the catcgory Y,(r). Our next thcorcm 
provides a criterion, motivated by this cxamplc, for the existcncc of p-quasi-units in a more 
gcncral situation. 
5.15 THEOREM. Let p he a prime inteytar. Assume th the category J s(lfisJies (PB x,,) 
und also the jbllowiny two conditions: 
(B I ) .# lrcrs finitely muny isomorphisms cla.~~s of objects, euch set of morphisms is finite, and 
all self-maps in J are isomorphisms. 
(B2) For each UE oh(&) there exists a h~oh(J9) with 1 Mor,(a, h)[ prime CO p. 
Then there exists a p-quasi-unit for aa. 
Example. For any prime p or p = 0 the category O,(f) satisfies obviously (Bl). It also 
satisfies (B2) if WC Ict h be the orbit r/r, for each acob(0,( I-)). W 
Proof of 5.15. Let %’ be any catcgory which satisfies (Bl) and (PB xu). Recall [7, 
pp. 202-2031 that for any object he% there exists a ring homomorphism 
such that for every CE oh(%,,). xa( [cl):= 1 MorJu (h, c)]. Assumption (BI) and the definition 
of ‘X’,, imply easily (cf [7]) that the diagonal homomorphism 
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is a monomorphism; here h ranges over a set of representatives for the isomorphism classes 
of objects of ‘6. Suppose ‘8’” contains a final object. Then A(%,) has a unit and x is a finite 
extension in the sense of commutative algebra: thus its localization x,~, is too. Finite 
extensions satisfy the going-up theorem for prime ideals [I, Theorem 5.101. Hence an 
element YE A(%‘” ),p, is a unit if and only if I,( _v) is prime to p for all a E ‘t’. Let FU : d, -+ Ku 
be a functor which preserves products and coproducts and which has a left adjoint 
G:%, + lu . Then for every c~c~h(‘d;‘) we have the commutative diagram: 
A(.#,+ A(% 
(*I raD 1 1 1, 
Z =-Z. 
Now let XEA(.H,,) and fix h~oh(.H). Diagram (* 
I) 
applied to the functor 
T: Mu -+ (A/h), z .&“/II 
shows that T,(.v) is invertible if ~Jx) is prime to p for every aeoh(.H) which admits 
a morphism (I -+ h. Consider the family of ideals q, := xU- ’ ((p)) where (I runs over all objects 
of J. Condition (B2) implies that all ideals qU arc proper. Now it is easy to SW that a ring 
(even without unit) cannot be a union of its proper prime ideals (see [I, Proposition I.1 l(i)]; 
the proof of this result dots not use the existence of a unit). Thus there is an element 
YE A(.$,,) which dots not belong to any idcal yU; this in turn implies that the image of y in 
each ring A(.d,,/h) is invcrtiblc. Now 5.8 implies that ,V is a p-quasi-unit for .?R,,. n 
i’rooj: M,, : .J,, --+ I’,,,-mod is it Green module over the functor A @Z(,, by 5.5, and thus 
it is acyclic by 5.10 and 5.15. -r-h result now follows from 4.4. n 
6. ADDI’I’IVK E.YTENSION OE‘ ‘IIlk: CATlXORY OF ELEMENTARY AIWLIAN /J-SUtKROUPS OF 
A COMPACT LIE GROUP 
Recall that J/~(G) denotes the category whose objects are the nontrivial elementary 
abclian p-subgroups of the compact Lit group G. The set of morphisms Mor(E, E’) consists 
of all (injcctive) homomorphisms 4 : E 4 E’ of the form c/~(e) = y - ’ ry for some y E G. As we 
explained in the Introduction WC need to look at the opposite category .cd/,(G)“” and its 
additive extension (.c/,(G)U~)~,. The cutcgory Z/,(G) has, up to an isomorphism. finitely 
many objects as the next lemma shows: 
Proc$ Compact Lie groups satisfy the dcsccnding chain condition, so we may assume 
by induction that the lemma holds for every proper closed subgroup of G. Now every 
elementary abclian p-subgroup E c G, except for the finitely many which arc contained in 
the center (the lemma obviously holds for abelian groups), contains a noncentral element 
x E E. But by [ZO. Propositions I .2 and IS] there arc only finitely many conjugacy classes of 
noncentral clcmcnts .Y of order p, hence only finitely many conjugacy classes of subgroups 
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C(x), and since each C(x) is proper it contains, by hypothesis, only finitely many conjugacy 
classes of elementary abelian p-subgroups. a 
For a different proof of the lemma see [18, Lemma 6.31. 
6.2 LEMMA. For erery E~ab(d,(G)) there exists E’~ob(sll,(G))such that IMor(E’, E)I is 
prime to p. 
Proof Let n be a Sylow p-subgroup of the group of self-maps of E in s9,(G). The 
fixed-point-subgroup E , := E” is again a nontrivial elementary abelian p-group. Now for 
any DE&~(G) we have 
I Mor(D, E,)I = IMor(D, E”)I = IMor(D, E)“I = IMor(D, E)I 
mod p. This is the first step in constructing a sequence of p-groups n, x1, x2, . . . and a chain 
of elementary abelian p-subgroups E ZI El =3 E2 I . . . such that rrlr is a Sylow p-subgroup 
of Mor(E,, E,) and Eke, = E,“. . This chain must eventually stop with a nontrivial elemen- 
tary abelian p-subgroup E, for which IL, = 1. Letting D = E, we have 
IMor(E,, E)I = I Mor(E,, E,)I E . . . 3 IMor(E,. E,)I f 0 mod p. 
Thus the subgroup E’:= E, satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. 
Next we shall study the additive extension (.c/,(G)‘Q. 
6.3 PROPOSITION. Th cutegory .czI,(G)“~ strrisjies condition (PI3 xu). 
Proo/: WC shall prove the cxistcncc of pullbacks and products. From 4.2 WC obtain that 
(.~y’,(G)“‘),, z (.d,(G),,)“p, thus WC have to prove the cxistcncc of pushouts and coproducts in 
.d,(G),, for diagrams whose objects arc in .dP(G). Every diagram in d,(G) of the form 
6 c u -) c is isomorphic to the one of the form 
E,q E, 
1 
E2 
where the top arrow is an inclusion. Thus it suffices to construct pushouts only for such 
diagrams. (Note that when E. is the trivial subgroup this will include a construction of 
coproducts). Now consider all commutative diagrams in &r,(G) 
Eoc; Et 
(*) 1 10 
E,c; D 
such that D is generated by E2 and im(0). We shall call such diagrams special. Two special 
diagrams are isomorphic if there exists a commutative diagram 
E2 4 D .- E, 
id 1 1 Z 1 id 
E2 4 D’ .- E, 
in which the middle vertical arrow is an isomorphism. Now choose a set of representatives 
E2 c D, c E, of special diagrams. This set will be finite since there are, up to conjugacy in 
C(E,), only finitely many elementary abclian p-subgroups containing El. and for each such 
D there arc only finitely many maps El -+ D in _dp(G). We define P~ob(.d,(G)~) as the 
product of all objects D,; it comes equipped with the obvious maps E2 + P * El. We claim 
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that the diagram (*), with D = P, is the desired pushout diagram in dP(G). It suffices to 
show that for any commutative diagram 
Eo 4 E, 
1 le 
E2- ’ B 
in which BEob(d,,(G)) there is a unique morphism P : B making the evident diagram 
commute. First observe that there is a unique special diagram EZ 4 Dj, 6 E, and a unique 
4: D, + B which fit into a commutative diagram 
We define PL B to be the composition &K, where K: P -. Dj, is the projection; it is easy 
to see that r is as required. 1 
6.4 COROLLARY. Every proto-Mackry jiinctor .dJ G) --) 72, ,-mod is acyclic. 
ProojI This follows immediately from 5.16 and 6.1-6.3. n 
6.5 Remark. Note that the proofs of 6.1-6.3 and thus also of 6.4 carry over verbatim if 
WC replace X/~(G) by any full subcategory B c .ol,(G) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For any diagram 
EZ--+ ’ D.B& 
in J/~(G), if E, and Ez are in d and D is generated by im(O) and im(J), then D is 
isomorphic to an object of B. 
(ii) Let E E 8 and K c Mor(E, E) be a Sylow p-subgroup. Then E”E b. 
Assumption (i) guarantees that any proto-Mackey functor .&JG)“” -, db restricted to 
d remains a proto-Mackey functor since pushouts in d and D’,(G) are isomorphic. We 
conclude this section with some examples of such subcategories. 
6.6 Example. Let G be a compact (not necessarily connected) Lie group and p a prime 
which does not divide the order of the Weyl group of G. Let E c T be the subgroup of all 
elements of order I or p inside the maximal torus. Then the full subcategory with the single 
object E satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). 
6.7 Example. Let G = SU(n) and p be a prime such that p < n < 2p. Let 8 be the full 
subcategory of d,,(G) with two objects: E c T defined as in the previous example, and 
E’ c E any elementary abelian subgroup of rank 1. Then d satisfies (i) and (ii). 
6.8. Example. Let p be a prime and let G = PU(p) be the unitary projective group of 
dimension n. Note that PU( p) = SU( p)/Z(SU( p)). We define B to be the full subcategory 
with three objects: E and E’ defined as above and E” a subgroup of rank 2 which is not 
conjugate to a subgroup of a maximal torus. If p is 2 or 3 we can omit the subgroup E. 
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7. A \lACEEY FLNCTOR OS .d,lG) AND THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we will apply the categorical machinery developed in sections 3-7 and 
properties of the category ..dp(G) established in the last section to prove our main approx- 
imation theorem. Letj be a fixed nonnegative integer. From now on we shall write icI for the 
functor .P~~,(G)“~ - .dh which assigns to each elementary abelian p-subgroup E the group 
H’(BC(E); Z;‘p); for each morphism 4: E 4.E’ of the form .YI-+~-‘.Y~. nf(+) is the 
homomorphism 
H’(BC(E);Z,‘p) --, H’(BC(E’): Zi’p) 
induced by the map 1+5 : C( E’) -. C(E) which takes c to ycy - ‘. As we explained in Section 2, 
Theorem 1.3 is a consequence of the following statements: 
7.2 PROPOSITION. The restriction homomorphism delfinrs un isomorphism 
ff j(f?G; H,) -+ inv. lim ,,,,(;) IV. 
To prove 7. I WC will show that $I is a proto-Mackcy functor. The covuriant part hf, is 
dclincd using the transfer map constructed by Dold and Becker CJottlieb. Every morphism 
E?+ I:’ in .ci/,(G) has ;I factorization l;A EY C& L’ where E:“:= y-’ &I, 0 is conjugation 
by the clcrnont </E G and I is an inclusion. WC define O+ to be (0 _ ’ )* and I : M (E’) + M(E”) 
to bc the Becker (;ottlicb t)olrl transfer dclincd by the inclusion c’(K) c C(k”). Finally we 
sot 
(/Jr:= o*r*. 
The clclinitions do nol dcpcnd on the choice of the rcprcscnt;ttivc g. IJsing 5.1 we cxtcnd M, 
to ;I covari;Int functor (hl,),, :(.cY/,,(G)“~),, -+.dh; clcnrly this coincides with ICI,, on objects. 
To prove that hl is ;I proto-Mackcy functor we need to recall the double coset formula for 
the Ucckcr Ciottlicb D&l transfer proved by Feshbach [I I]. 
Let Ii bc ;I comp:~ct Lie group and K. I_ c 11 two of its subgroups. We denote by 
lr(K;, I/) the transfer map and res(ff, K) the restriction map in cohomology. Feshbach’s 
double cosct formula c;llculatcs tho composition 
explicitly, it is the equation [I I, Thcorcm II.1 I] - 
re.s(ff, L)tr(K,ll) = 1 X’(hf)fr(L n KY, L) res(Ky, L n Kg)U2. 
.I! 
Here M runs over the set of “orbit-type manifold components” [I I, p. 1433 in the double 
cosct space L ., If / K and y E G is any clement such that [y] E M; 0, denotes conjugation by y. 
Hcrc is ;I more detailed explanation.Thc subgroup L acts on the right coset space fl/K by 
left translation and its orbit space is prcciscly L\ff/K. The L-space X := If/h’ splits as a set 
into a disjoint sum of orbit-type subspuccs X = u Xl”’ where (L’) runs over certain 
conjugacy classes of subgroups of L and X”*” denotes (.K E X: L, = L’” for some g}. The 
“orbit-typs manifold components” hl are the conncctcd components of the orbit spaces 
L\X”.” c L\,Y. Finally. x” (&f) denotes the “internal Euler characteristic” 
l(Q) - ir(iti\bf), 
where ,I? is the closure of M in L /l/K. 
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We will show that the double coset formula becomes quite simple in our situation. Let 
E, 2 E0 c EL be a diagram of inclusions in dp(G). and consider the double coset space 
C”\C/C’, where C, C’ and C” denote C’(E), C(E,), and C(Et). We say that a double coset 
C”gC’ is special if ET commutes with E,. Note that this property does not depend on the 
choice of g from the double coset. 
7.3 LEMMA. There is a bijection from the set of isomorphism classes of special diagrams (as 
defined in the proof of 6.3) to the set of special double cosets which takes a special diayram of 
the form 
EOG El 
1 1 % 
E,ci D 
to the double cow C”gC’. 
Proof Given a special diagram. EL commutes with ET = U,( E, ) since D is an elementary 
abelian group. Conversely, let C”yC” be a special double coset. Then we define D to be the 
subgroup generated by E, and E:; D is clearly an elementary abclian p-subgroup which fits 
into the appropriate diagram. n 
7.4 COROLLARY. The set of specicll dr~uhlr cosct.s in C”q C’ is /inire. 
Proof In the proof of 6.3 wc showed that the set of isomorphism classes of special 
diagrams is finite. n 
7.5 LEMMA. !/‘C”ggC’ is not specilll then ths trlmsfir tr(C” n c“#, C”) is the :ero mq. 
Proof If c’“igC’ is a double cosct which is not special then thcrc is an clement eEEL 
which dots not commute with ET. Thus c is in C(;(C” n C’“) but is not in C”‘. Let U be the 
subgroup gcnoratcd by e and C” n Ctu; clearly U is isomorphic to (C” n C’“) x H,. Bccausc 
of the inclusions C”‘n c”” c U c C” WC obtain a factorization 
tr(C” n Cl”, C”) = tr(U, C”) tr(C” n CPU, U). 
But, for a general reason, the first map is trivial. Indeed, let U bc any group of the form 
U’ x U” where (U”I is divisible by p. Then the composition tr(U’, U) res(U, U’) is multipli- 
cation by IlJ”I and is therefore trivial in mod p-cohomology. On the other hand, the 
inclusion U’ c U has a left invcrsc, and so res(U, U’) is an epimorphism. Hence 
tr(U’, U) = 0. n 
Proof of 7.1. According to 6.1 -6.4 it suffices to show that M is a proto-Mackey functor. 
Lemma 5.13 and Proposition 4.2 rcducc this task to showing that any pushout diagram in 
.d,(G),, 
E, GE, 
I’ 1 1 0 
E2 & D 
where EiE.d,(G) induces a commutative diagram 
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Because every morphism in dP(G) is a composition of an inclusion and an isomorphism we 
may assume that both 8 and I are inclusions in the first diagram. Commutativity of the 
second diagram is then equivalent to the equation 
MC, C")tr(C', C) = C tr(C, (Dj), C”)fl; 
J 
where the sum is taken over the special diagrams which were used in 6.3 to construct the 
pushout. Note that C(Dj) = C” n C’g and 0: = res(C’g, C” n C’g)$, where z: C’g + C’ 
denotes conjugation. The composition in equation (i) can also be calculated using 
Feshbach’s double coset formula: 
(ii) res(C, C”)tr(C’, C) = C x”(M)tr(Cv n C’g, C”) res(C’g. C”n C’g)ri 
where the sum is taken over components of the orbit-type submanifolds of C”\C/C’. 
Moreover Feshbach [ 1 I. V.9 and p. 1651 proved that the composite 
tr(C” n C’g, C”) res(C’g, C” n C”) x: 
is the same for all double cosets [s] in a given component. Thus 7.5 implies that the 
summand in equation (ii) corresponding to any component which contains a nonspecial 
double coset vanishcs. Next suppose that some component M consists entirely of special 
double cosets. Since the set of special double cosets is finite (cf. 7.4) this can only happen if 
M is a single point, and in particular the cocfhcient x*(M) must be I. Finally, any term in 
the sum (i) which corresponds to a double cosct which belongs to the same component as 
a nonspccial coset must vanish. This implies that the right-hand sides of(i) and (ii) are equal, 
and hcncc that equation (i) is valid as rcquircd. m 
It remains to prove 7.2. For this WC need some well-known propertics of the normalizer 
of the maximal torus which we summarize in the next Icmma. By NP7’wc dcnotc the inverse 
image in NT of a Sylow p-subgroup of NT/T. 
7.6 LEMMA. Thr cmter of N,T conttrins u nontriuid rlcmentary trheiirrn subgroup. The 
EA>r chwclcteristic x(G / NpT) is prime to p. 
Prooj: Both assertions follow easily from Smith theory. For the first one we consider the 
action of N,Ton itself by conjugation; the fixed point set of this action is just the center, and 
Smith theory implies that the fixed-point set must have Euler characteristic divisible by 
p since the total space N,T does. For the second we consider the left action of N,T on 
G/N,T; the fixed-point set N(N,T)/N,(T) has order prime top since N(N,T) is contained in 
N(T), and Smith theory implies that the Euler characteristic of the total space G/ N,T must 
also be prime to p. n 
Proof of 7.2. We first show that 
. . 
res : H’(BG; Z,) -+ mv. Itm.$,,e, M 
is injective. Let E be a nontrivial elementary abeiian p-group in the center of N,T. Since 
x(G/C,(E)) divides x(G/N,T), it is prime to p, and hence the composite 
rr(Cc(E). G)res(G, CG(E)): H’(BG) + H’(BG) 
is an isomorphism. This implies that res is manic, and also that there is an element 
yc H’(BC,(E)) with tr(CG(E), G)y = 1 E II’( To show that res is epic we imitate the 
proof of the Dress induction theorem [7, Corollary 1 on p. 1993. Fix E~EJ~/&G) and let 
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WEH’(BCG(E,)) be an arbitrary element. If we let EO be the trivial subgroup, so that 
C,(E,) = G, equation (i) becomes 
(iii) res(G, C”)tr(C’, G)w = C tr(CG(Dj), C”)O~,(V) 
for certain elementary abelian p-subgroups Dj and maps Og,: E, + Dj. Now let 
(.xE)E inv. lim.d,,C, izI 
be an arbitrary element, and let w:= yx&, in equation (iii). We will construct an element 
-~l-ij(BG) such that res(:) = (x~). The homomorphism ‘, 0 z is multiplicative, and by the 
usual multiplicative property of the transfer (cf. the definition of Green functor in Section 4) 
we have 
C tr(C,(DjL C”)Oz(w) = 1 tr(C,(Dj). C”) [oz( JJ)~~(x,, )] 
= C NC,(Dj), C”) oc( Y)~~(xE,) 
= (C tr(CG(Dj)+ C”)Oz( Y))xE,. 
But if we let w = y in equation (iii) we see that the expression in brackets in the last formula 
is rcs(G, C”)tr(C’, G)y which, by definition of the element y, is 1. We conclude that 
for any (xE)Einv. lim .d,(G)M and any two subgroups El, E2 EJJ,(G) we have 
rcs(G, C”)tr(C’, G) ( y.~~,) = .vEI. Thus if we let z:= rr(C’. G) ( yxE, ) then rcs(G, C”)z = xE, 
for every EZ E *c/,(G) which is to say that rc.s(:) = (xc). n 
WC conclude by stating the approximation theorem in its gcncralizcd form. 
7.7 TtIEOREM. Let 8 c d,(G) hc u full suhcoteyory which sari$es thefollowiny condi- 
lions. 
(i) For crny dinyrcmi 
in dP(G), if E, und E2 u-c in B und D is yetlrrcrtd by itn(0) und im(I.), then D is 
isomorphic to m objrct of&. 
(ii) Lrr EEB und let II be II Sylow p-subgroup of Mor(E, E). Then E” is in 8. 
(iii) There rxisrs E E 8’ such fhut C6(E) 3 N,T. 
Then rhr ntrad mup hocolim,.. EG x, (G/CG( -)) + BG induces un isomorphism of 
mod p-cohomoloyy. 
ProoJ We check that the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence (cf. Section 2) degenerates. In 
fact the proofs of 7.1 and 7.2 carry over verbatim with J-Z/~(G) replaced by the subcategory 
8’ (cf. Remark 6.5). l 
Acl;nov/~clyc,mmfs-Wc would like IO thank Wolfgang Liick. Hayncs Miller and especially Bill Dwycr for helpful 
convcrsaGons. WC would like to thank Sonderforschungsbcrcich 170 in G&tingcn for its hospitality while WC wcrc 
doing this work. 
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